With the goal of simplifying the access to science data to scientists and citizens, ESA recently released ESASky (http://sky.esa.int), a new open-science easyto-use portal with the science-ready Astronomy data from ESA and other major data providers. In this presentation, we announced version 2.0 of the application, which includes access to all science-ready images, catalogues and spectra, a feature to help planning of future JWST observations, the possibility to search for data of all (targeted and serendipitously observed) Solar System Objects in Astronomy images, a first support to mobile devices and several other smaller usability features. We also discussed the future evolution of the portal and the lessons learnt from the 1+ year of operations from the point of view of access, visualization and manipulation of big datasets (all sky maps, also called HiPS) and large catalogues (like e.g. the Gaia DR1 catalogues or the Hubble Source Catalogue) and the design and validation principles for the development of friendly GUIs for thin layer web clients aimed at scientists.
Abstract.
With the goal of simplifying the access to science data to scientists and citizens, ESA recently released ESASky (http://sky.esa.int), a new open-science easyto-use portal with the science-ready Astronomy data from ESA and other major data providers. In this presentation, we announced version 2.0 of the application, which includes access to all science-ready images, catalogues and spectra, a feature to help planning of future JWST observations, the possibility to search for data of all (targeted and serendipitously observed) Solar System Objects in Astronomy images, a first support to mobile devices and several other smaller usability features. We also discussed the future evolution of the portal and the lessons learnt from the 1+ year of operations from the point of view of access, visualization and manipulation of big datasets (all sky maps, also called HiPS) and large catalogues (like e.g. the Gaia DR1 catalogues or the Hubble Source Catalogue) and the design and validation principles for the development of friendly GUIs for thin layer web clients aimed at scientists.
Introduction: ESASky concept
With the goal of maximizing the exploitation of science data obtained with telescopes and infrastructures made possible with public funding, ESA has developed ESASky 1 at ESAC, Madrid, Spain, by the ESAC Science Data Centre (ESDC, Arviset 2015) 2 , with collaboration and support from many ESA Mission science and technical experts, and from the Centre de Données Astronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS) 3 . Figure 1 . Design of the ESASky application. A web application sits in between the user and the mission archives, selecting fully calibrated high-level science-ready data files from the archives and serving them to the user in a simplified way.
We have designed a web application that stands in front of all the mission archives and presents and serves to the user selected high-level (i.e. fully processed and calibrated) data FITS files from those mission archives in a simplified way to the users (see Figs. 1 and 2). To allow simple visualization, the application projects all science data from the individual archives in the same view of the sky to facilitate comparison while preserving the original resolution.
Data holdings
This section describes the astronomical datasets available for download and/or visualization. ESA has the purpose of having in ESASky always the latest and highest quality public science-ready data from all the ESA Astronomy missions. The current version gives users access to the following fully-reduced science-ready public data products:
• Access to science-ready images from XMM-Newton, SUZAKU, Chandra, HST, ISO and Herschel 4 .
• Access to spectroscopic science ready-products from XMM-Newton, Chandra, IUE, HST, ISO and Herschel.
• Visualization and download of the following catalogues: Gaia DR1 5 . All the data products served by ESASky have been identified by the mission specialists as the best single FITS files per observation that they would give for doing research to a scientist who is not a specialist in the mission.
Experience from the first 1.5 years of operations
Since the release of ESASky 1.0 in May 2016, the application has received over 30,000 individual users from the whole world, with peaks of usage at announcements or at astronomical events, such as e.g. the search for electromagnetic counterparts to the Neutron Star merger event GW170817 (Abbott et al. 2017) .
The application currently filters large number of sources from catalogues searches and only shows the brightest 2000 in the field of view. This is an incremental approach to showing large catalogues source densities in large areas of the sky.
Users are encouraged to request features, vote for the most interesting requests and have a conversation about the future of the tool in our user forum 7 . These requests are evaluated by the ESDC development team to identify the features with the highest user-value over development-cost ratio, which are then developed first.
New features in ESASky v2.0
The following short videos demo the new features in version 2 of the application:
• How to download science-ready images and spectra for one target in ESASky 8
• How to visualise the sky in different wavelengths using ESASky 9
• How to visualise a target list in ESASky 10
• How to visualise the full sky coverage of a mission using ESASky 11
• How to plan future JWST observations with ESASky 12
• How to search for Solar System Objects in ESASky 13
• How to query ESASky with a python script using astropy/astroquery: cone search 14
• How to query ESASky with a python script using astropy/astroquery: single object 15
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